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Abstract
Objectives To estimate the variability of CT diagnostic reference levels (DRLs) according to the methods used for computing
collected data.
Methods Dose-length products (DLP) were collected by our national nuclear control agency from the 250 devices installed in
140 medical centers in the country. In 2015, the number of head, thorax, abdomen, and lumbar spine examinations collected in
these centers ranged from approximately 20,000 to 42,000. The impact on DRLs of the number of devices considered, as well as
the differences in descriptive statistics (mean vs. median DLP) or methods of pooling DLP data (all devices vs. all patients), was
investigated. Variability in DRLs was investigated using a bootstrapping method as a function of the numbers of devices and
examinations per device.
Results As expected, DRLs derived from means were higher than those from medians, with substantial differences between
device- and patient-related DRLs. Depending on the numbers of devices and DLP data per device, the variability ranged from 10
to 40% but was stabilized at a level of 10–20% if the number of devices was higher than 50 to 60, regardless of the number of
DLP data per device.
Conclusion Number of devices and of DLP data per device, descriptive statistics, and pooling data influence DRLs. As differ-
ences in methods of computing survey data can artificially influence DRLs, harmonization among national authorities should be
recommended.
Key Points
• Due to CT dose variability, that of DRLs is at least of 10%.
• DRLs derived from medians are lower than from means and differ from those obtained by pooling all patient data.
• Fifty to 60 devices should be sufficient for estimating national DRLs, regardless of the number of data collected per device.

Keywords Radiation protection . Tomography . Surveys and questionnaires

Abbreviations
D-P75 Device-related diagnostic reference level
DLP Dose-length product
DRL Diagnostic reference level
EU European Union
P-P75 Patient-related diagnostic reference level
P75 75th percentile of dose distribution

Introduction

Establishing diagnostic reference levels (DRLs) on radiation
dose delivered by computed tomography (CT) is currently
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mandatory in the European Union (EU) member states [1, 2].
The 75th percentiles (P75) of dose distributions are considered
as the upper limit of good medical practice and can be used to
define DRLs [1–9]. The EU recommends a method based on
that used in the UK for establishing these distributions but its
application in each EU state is at the discretion of national
authorities [8, 9]. This method is based on collecting dose
values in ten consecutive so-called standard weight patients
(1.70 m and 70 kg) for any given examination. This method
has been adapted in the EU states in four different manners.
First, as recruiting Bstandard weight patients^ can be difficult,
some national authorities disregard the weight and size criteria
but request sample sizes larger than ten and up to 40 consec-
utive patients [6, 10–15]. Second, the method recommended
originally considers means of dose values and subsequently
device-relatedDRLs [8–11] but some national authorities pool
the patient values—with subsequent patient-related DRLs—
in order to overcome huge variabilities between samples and
to estimate the global radiation dose delivered to the popula-
tion [12, 16]. Third, whereas the method recommended orig-
inally suggests collecting data from all devices installed in the
country, some national authorities accept a voluntary contri-
bution from each center, limiting the collection to 20 to 30%
of installed devices [6–12]. Last, the method recommended
originally considers means of dose values delivered by each
device. As these values are not normally distributed, and as
recently suggested by the International Commission on
Radiological Protection, medians could be more appropriate
than means [3].

Comparisons of DRLs between countries using different
methods are thus based on the hypothesis that national adap-
tations do not influence DRL values [17, 18]. The purpose of
this study was to verify this hypothesis by comparing P75 of
dose values delivered during four frequently performed CT
examinations and collected by methods applied in various
countries in the EU (i.e., means vs. medians, patient-related
DRLs vs. device-related DRLs, and data collection from all
devices vs. from a sample of devices).

Materials and methods

According to the EU legislation (i.e., the Directive 95/46/EC
regarding the protection of data of individuals), a purely ob-
servational study with complete anonymization of the data at
the source, which removes any possibility of identifying the
individual patients, is not subject to ethical review [19]. We
analyzed CT dose indicators of head, thorax, abdomen, and
lumbar spine examinations, anonymized at the source, and
collected by the agency in charge of the nuclear control in
Belgium (FANC) during the year 2015. For each given exam-
ination, the collected dose indicators were the volume

computed tomography dose index (CTDIvol) and the dose-
length product (DLP), along with patient’s gender and age.

About 250 CT devices are installed in our country in 180
medical centers. These centers are obliged by law to complete
yearly surveys on CT dose and to provide anonymized dose
indicator values for given standard examinations delivered to
a minimum of 20 consecutive patients or, if less than 20, for all
examinations performed within a 3-month period.

As the whole body or effective dose delivered by each
examination is the most important metric for regulatory au-
thorities, we focused this study onDLP. For each examination,
we considered the sum of DLPs of all acquisitions including
all phases of multiphasic examinations, as well as stationary
acquisitions for bolus-tracking techniques.

In this article, the expression Bdevice-related DRL^ refers to
P75 of mean or median DLP distributions among all devices for
a given examination. This percentile is abbreviated D-P75.
Similarly, the expression Bpatient-related DRL^ refers to P75
of the DLP distribution among all patients undergoing a given
examination in the country. This percentile is abbreviated P-P75.

Statistical analyses

For a given examination, a database of M devices named and
numbered CTi (with i ranging from 1 to M) was constituted.
Each device provided a corresponding Ni DLP values.

Combined influence of number of devices and sample
size per device on D-P75

In this procedure, we considered as eligible all devices with Ni

≥ 100.

Step 1 For a given eligible device CTi, a random DLP sample
of size nj was drawn with replacement from its DLP distribu-
tion. From this sample, a median (or mean) μij was computed.
By repeating this procedure 2000 times (yielding μij(1), μij(2),
…,μij(2000)), the sampling distribution of μij was derived and
stored. This procedure is illustrated in panel A of Fig. 1. The
procedure was executed for each eligible device and for four
sample sizes (j = 1...4, n1 = 10, n2 = 20, n3 = 50, n4 = 100). At
this stage, M × 4 median (or mean) sampling distributions
MSDij were established for the M eligible devices (i = 1...M)
and the four considered sample sizes (j = 1...4).

Step 2Out of the M eligible devices, mk devices were drawn at
random with replacement. For each of the mk-drawn devices
and a given sample size nj, one μij value was drawn at random
fromMSDij (i being the number of the considered device). The
75th percentile of this sample of mk values was computed giv-
ing D-P75jk (for a sample size nj and a number of devices mk).
This procedure is illustrated in panel B of Fig. 1.We considered
four numbers of devices (k = 1...4, m1 = 5, m2 = 10, m3 = 25,
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m4 = 50). By repeating this procedure 2000 times (yielding D-
P75jk(1), D-P75jk(2),..., D-P75jk(2000)), the sampling distribu-
tion of D-P75jk was derived. From this distribution, the median
and the 95% confidence interval (percentile 97.5–percentile
2.5) of D-P75 were computed.

Influence of the parameter used (median, mean, or all
DLP values)

This procedure compared the P75 distributions, obtained in
three different ways of using all available DRLs from a given
set of m devices: (1) the median of the available DRL (m
medians); (2) the mean of the available DRLs (m means); or
(3) all DRLs of the m given devices pooled together. In this
procedure, we took into account all CT scanners with Ni ≥ 20.
In cases 1 and 2, we considered the 75th percentile of m
medians and m means, respectively (D-P75medians and D-
P75means). In case 3, we considered the 75th percentile of all
DRLs from the m devices (P-P75).

Cases 1 and 2

Step 1 This step was analogous to step 1 above, except that for
a given eligible device CTi, the random DLP sample drawn
with replacement had the size Ni (considering all DLP values
of this device) (bootstrap procedure). At this stage, M median
and M mean sampling distributions were established for the
eligible devices (MSDi, i = 1...M).

Step 2 This step was analogous to step 2 above with m devices
drawn at random with replacement from the M eligible devices,
each providing onemedian and onemean value randomly drawn
from MSDi. The 75th percentile of this sample of m values was
computed, giving D-P75.We considered four values of m (5, 10,
25, and 50). By repeating this procedure 2000 times (yielding D-
P75(1), D-P75(2),..., D-P75(2000)), the sampling distribution of
D-P75 was derived for each value of m.

Case 3

The first step to determine the sampling distribution may be
skipped in this case as each device was represented by all
available DRLs. All DRLs ofm devices drawn at randomwith
replacement from the M eligible devices were pooled and the
75th percentile of this sample was computed, giving P-P75.
We considered four values of m: 5, 10, 25, and 50. By repeat-
ing this procedure 2000 times (yielding P-P75(1), P-
P75(2),…, P-P75(2000)), the sampling distribution of P-P75
was derived for each value of m.

In the three cases, themedian and the 95% confidence interval
(percentile 97.5–percentile 2.5) were computed from D-P75
(from medians and means) and P-P75 sampling distributions.

Results

The numbers of CT devices and patients’ data collected in
2015 are displayed in Table 1. The D-P75means, D-
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Fig. 1 Statistical method. Panel A
illustrates the first step of the
statistical analysis and panel B
illustrates the second one
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P75medians, and P-P75 are illustrated in Table 2 for the four
examinations selected.

The influence of both the number of CT devices included
in the survey and of the number of DLP data per device on
DRLs is shown in Fig. 2, by the variability of the D-P75 of
DLP medians or means, for the head, abdomen, thorax, and
lumbar spine examinations. From these figures, the variability
of DRL’s was stable at around 20%, providing the number of
included devices exceeded 50 to 60.

The influence of the number of CT devices—considering
10, 50, or 200 devices—included in the survey on DRLs is
shown in Fig. 3 for means, medians, and for all data pooled,
for the brain, abdomen, thorax, and lumbar spine
examinations.

Discussion

This study shows that (1) differences are observed between
device-related DRLs (D-P75) (either based on means or me-
dians) and patient-related DRLs (P-P75), (2) even with large
samples of devices, intrinsic variability of D-DRLs (based ei-
ther on means or medians) approximates 10% to 20% and, (3)
this variability is only moderately dependent on the number of
DLP data per device and on the number of devices included,
provided this number is higher than 50 to 60. These results
deserve further discussion at the level of national authorities,
international authorities, and radiology departments.

At the level of national authorities, as device-related
DRLs based on means and medians differ by at least
10%—even in surveys including 100% of available CT
devices—any change in the method used to report DRLs
could induce an artificial increase (if changing medians
into means) or decrease (if changing means into medians)
of the DRLs. Recently, the International Commission on
Radiation Protection (ICRP) proposed a change in the
method for reporting doses at the national level by using
medians instead of means [3]. If national authorities fol-
low this proposal, they should recalculate DRLs derived
from previous surveys in order to prevent erroneous dose
biases, when comparing surveys performed with different
methods (i.e., medians vs. means). Regarding the number
of devices included in the surveys, the ICRP recommend-
ed to perform initial surveys with 20–30 devices and to
increase the number of devices in subsequent surveys.
Our data suggest that increasing the number of devices
included from 50 to 70 would decrease the DRL variabil-
ity from 40 to 20%, or even 10% if increased to at least
200 devices. Such a higher number of devices—
reasonably achievable in large countries at least—could
be considered as representative of all devices in the coun-
try, regardless of the sample size of examinations for each
device. More importantly, the number of devices included,
if above a minimum of 70, influences only weakly the
DRL variability, regardless of the metric used (i.e., means,
medians, or all data pooled) and regardless of the number
of DLP data for each device.

At the level of international authorities, caution is es-
sential when comparing DRLs between countries. Indeed,
methods for calculating DRLs (means vs. medians vs. all
data pooled, as well as the number of devices included)
differ between countries and dose data strongly depend on
patients’ height and weight, as modern scanners adapt the
delivered dose to the patient’s absorption, which varies
among populations [15].

At the level of radiology departments, our data confirm
that small sample sizes induce huge variabilities, limiting

Table 1 Number of CT devices
and DLP data per device Body region Head Thorax Abdomen Lumbar spine

Number of patients at national level 27,232 19,683 42,350 22,822

Number of devices at national level 219 215 245 216

Number of devices with number of DLP data > 5 217 214 244 216

≥ 25 95 85 116 85

≥ 40 80 73 96 74

≥ 100 62 55 80 58

≥ 200 45 32 59 39

≥ 500 11 5 29 8

≥ 1000 3 0 7 2

Table 2 DRLs derived from device-related means, medians, and from
all DLP data pooled

Body region Head Thorax Abdomen Lumbar spine

D-P75 Mean 1027 329 712 698

Median 967 297 617 625

P-P75 All patient’s data 978 292 716 645

Dose-length product (DLP) is expressed in mGy cm
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comparisons between doses delivered by one particular
device in one particular department and national DRLs.
On the one hand, these variabilities could lead to inappro-
priate dose optimization and impair image quality or, on
the contrary, fail to perform optimization [16]. In addition,
comparisons between doses delivered by one particular
device in one particular department and P-P75 could in-
duce further errors, as there are differences between D-
P75 and P-P75. Finally, comparisons between the dose
delivered to a particular patient and the P-P75 should be
discouraged, as the most important reasons for delivering
high individual doses are the patient’s weight and diame-
ter, and multiphasic or repeated acquisitions [17].

Following these comments, recommendations aiming at
improving dose surveys can be proposed. First, as

recommended by the ICRP, medians should be preferred to
means, with recalculation of DRLs from older surveys.
Second, to establish reliable DRLs with an error minimized
to 10% of their actual values, at least 200 devices with at least
20 data per device should be included, with a limitation in
countries where too few devices are available. Third, regional
differences in patient’s body habitus should be taken into ac-
count. Fourth, large samples of patient’s dose complete reports
should be collected to compare medians in a given department
to national DRLs, ideally through dose-tracking software.
Fifth, as long as uncertainty persists over the actual doses
delivered to patients, national authorities should consider with
caution whether any penalty should be inflicted on a depart-
ment where a device might be delivering doses higher than
DRLs.

Fig. 2 Variability (95%
confidence interval in percentage
of median) of the 75th percentile
of device-related DLP medians
(left panel) and means (right
panel) as a function of the number
of devices included. Closed
circles, open circles, closed
triangles, and open triangles
correspond to 10, 20, 50, and 100
DLP values per device,
respectively. (a), head. (b),
abdomen. (c), thorax. (d), lumbar
spine
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This study has a limitation. As the sample size varied be-
tween devices, the bootstrap procedures were based on the 60
to 80 devices providing the largest samples, instead of using
all the devices available. However, as the drop in the variabil-
ity of DRLs illustrated in Fig. 2 tends to stabilize when more
than 40 devices are included, such bias would be minimal. In
addition, we were unable to investigate factors influencing
DLP and DRL variabilities such as patient size, number of
acquisitions per examinations—particularly in abdominal
studies, scanner type, as well as the variability in operator-
defined factors, especially scanned volume, knowledge and
use of dose reduction software, and diagnostic quality of im-
ages which may not always be taken for granted. Finally, it
could be interesting to link DLP values to exam codes in order

to reduce the variability of both DLP and their corresponding
DRLs. This would permit homogenization of the clinical in-
dications and the number of acquisition phases per examina-
tion. However, the more categories are created, the lower will
be the number of data collected per category within a 3-month
period (as allowed by law for data collection), and the higher
the local DLP variability.

In conclusion, DRLs can differ, depending on whether they
are based on medians, means, or all data pooled. DRLs can vary
by 10% to 40% depending on the number of devices included in
the surveys. Comparisons between local dose data andDRLs can
be over- or underestimated and should therefore be considered
with caution. Harmonization of the computingmethod should be
recommended between the authorities of the EU states.

Fig. 2 (continued)
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